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ODFW Fish Passage Administrative Rule Revision Initiative  

Virtual TEAMS Meeting --- June 15, 2021 (2pm to 4pm)  

Draft Meeting Minutes 

Virtual TEAMS Meeting Started at 2:00 pm 

Meeting Attendees:  

ODFW: Greg Apke, Alan Ritchey, Katherine Nordholm, Pete Baki, Karen Hans 

Task Force Members (Rules sub-committee): Kelly Moore, Ken Bierly, Steve Albertelli, April 
Snell, Terry Turner, Bill Cunningham and Fred Messerle. 

Zak Toledo was absent from the meeting. 

Members of the public:  Mike Tripp, Amanda Astor, Craig Hermon, Mike Ogle, Brian Posewitz, 
Nolan Banish, Brian Barney, Steve Brink, Bruce Scanlon, Finlay Anderson, Gordon Kurtz, Garth 
Wyatt, Allen Gillette, Shaun Pigott, Brian Bangs, Breanna Vaughn, Mark Rogers, Devin Simmons 
(with possible other attendees joining throughout the online virtual meeting).  

Welcome and Introductions (5 min) 

Apke initiated the meeting at 2PM and shared the agenda. Apke started introductions starting 
with Fred Messerle, a new Fish Passage Task Force member. Fred appreciated being on the task 
force and looks forward to working with the Task Force and he will be a member on the rules 
revision sub-committee. Apke described the information presently available and recently 
updated on the ODFW OAR Review website and again reiterated to the public that this site 
houses the meeting dates, agendas, meeting minutes and working products.  

Apke asked if there were additional meeting minutes edits or comments from the June 1 
meeting besides the one comment from Albertelli earlier.  No additional meeting minute 
updates were identified from the June 1 meeting. 

Public Comment Period 

Apke initiated a public comment period. Apke announced public comments are only going to be 
considered during the public comment period.  

Craig Herman (Bandon) stated that there is no definition for no appreciable benefit, and he 
thinks this should be addressed. Herman also stated that there should be a cost assessment by 
ODFW when considering fish passage associated with small tide gates.  

Brian Posewitz (WaterWatch of Oregon) thanks the group for all the work on the rule review. 
Posewitz thinks it is a good idea to keep public comment period separate from the review 
team’s discussion. He asked if the public comment period at the end of the meeting instead of 
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the beginning. Apke said that this can be considered and that Apke can always be contacted 
after meetings if there were issues that need to be addressed.  

Mike Ogle (Citizen in Bend) would like a definition of “obsolescence” regarding irrigation and 
power generating dams that are no longer being used and fish passage needs to be addressed. 
Public Utility Commissions (PUC) definition of obsolescence is that once it’s been approved, it 
can go forever without doing anything, which Ogle does not agree with regarding fish passage. 
Apke asked for clarity on “PUC” verses the owner-operator of the AO. Ogles stated that the PUC 
doesn’t care about fish passage or whether a dam is obsolescent or not and wants this to 
change with regards to addressing fish passage at these obsolete dams  

No additional public comment was provided and Apke closed the public comment period. 

Rules of Order (10 min) 

Apke referred to the rules of order discussion at the previous meeting (June 1) and for an 
agreement on the Draft Rules of Order. Albertelli said yes, this was a good version.  General 
agreement was reached on the rules of order for meetings.  

Discussion of Public Comments (55 min) 

Apke thanked Albertelli, Bierly and Turner for assistance organizing the public comments 
(comments) in a more orderly fashion. Apke said they will work through the comments line by 
line. Snell said in regard to the definition section it would be helpful where ODFW has looked at 
the definitions and where ODFW feels the comments are within ODFW statutory authority. 
Snell said that would be helpful for the review. Apke said that as they work through the 
comments, these issues will be discussed as “best we can”. Ritchey agreed that this is in line 
with our expectations. Bierly modified the comments by adding in the relative rules and 
statutes for ease of reference when reviewing public comments. The version Apke sent out 
does not have Bierly’s additions. Apke asked if adding this back in would be helpful. Snell stated 
it would be helpful, especially being newer on the task force. Bierly found it useful but didn’t 
want to control the process. Apke asked for other suggestions going forward. No suggestions 
were provided by sub-committee members. 

Action Item: Apke will include Bierly’s version and add in the existing rules and statutes will be 
inserted into the public comment document.  

General Comments section (sorted by line)  

635-412-0001 (new draft section Policy and Intent) 

Apke displayed the Policy and Intent section with the three existing versions. There is still work 
on going on in this section. Albertelli stated that this needs to be vetted to the task force more 
efficiently. Apke created a third version based on versions supplied by Albertelli and Moore. 
Albertelli stated that his version tried to incorporate comments from the last meeting that 
includes recognizing the burdern on barrier owners. Moore’s section was also an attempt to 
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include the comments from the last meeting. Moore thinks that “burden” should not be in this 
rule and thinks it will lead to arguments later. Moore asked that the word “very” before 
“existence” in Greg’s version should be removed. Cunningham noticed a typo and asked it to be 
corrected. Albertelli stated that the rules are influenced by the Climate and Ocean Policy. Snell 
stated that this will be a new section and appreciated the efforts of Albertelli and Moore to 
incorporate the comments. Snell asked how we wrap up this section. Snell asked if once the 
rule changes are accepted are they are out there. Snell said there are other bills that may 
require making changes without a tie to a direct policy document. Snell wanted a clarification 
between a policy causing the OAR’s to be changes and a policy to change the individual rules. 
Apke talked about the history of why we need a new section and how this had been discussed 
previously by the sub-committee. Moore stated that Snell made a good point, and that he 
wants to update the existing rules with the Climate Policy in mind when the OAR review team 
works through the rule changes. Moore thought we could live with a compromise statement on 
Policy and Intent that could be included. Bierly thought working through the rules first and then 
see if a policy statement is needed. Ritchey agreed with this and is hoping to move on to the 
meat of the rules. Apke suggested keeping this available to look at later when necessary and 
appropriate. 

635-412-0005 – Definitions Section  

Apke started the discussion on the definition section and presented the definitions comment 
document. Apke asked the review team how they want to work through these. Bierly suggested 
distinguishing between new definitions and those that are comments on existing rules. This 
would help determine if a new definition is needed. Cunningham agreed with Bierly and added 
that there a couple of comments which we may not be able to do at all such as forcing ODF to 
observe ODFW rules. Ritchey suggested going through the list to figure out what we can deal 
with and what we cannot. Albertelli agreed with this.  

The first comment is for line 7 from the La Pine Wild River Owners Association. Cunningham 
stated that ODFW rules will not affect ODF rules. Apke suggested putting this in a no comment 
bin. Ritchey saw no action or suggestion and that is be put in a no action bin. Bierly stated that 
there is no suggestion for a definition in this comment. Cunningham thought this should go in a 
bin of no action items and suggested a bin for good ideas for later when we look at the bigger 
picture. Apke suggested this is appropriate.  

Comment 54 from the Coquille Watershed Association asking for a definition for abandonment. 
Ritchey stated that abonnement needs a definition, especially if it a verb or a noun. When does 
the abonnement matter? Cunningham also pointed out that tide gates and asked how long it 
takes to be abandoned. Bierly suggested folks involved with water users and conservation 
people work on a draft for the next meeting. 

Comment 170 and 14 regard active channel width. Simmons stated that cumulative active 
channel widths with regards to braided channels. Bierly mentioned comment 14 20 also and 
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asked how it related to estuarine circumstances. Moore suggested putting it in a bin to be 
worked on in the future. Turner asked if the current definition does not accommodate tidal 
situations. Apke stated that there is not a good description for tidal areas. Moore stated the 
definition was developed for stream surveys outside of tidal influence and that it needs 
attention. These comments will be in the action needed bin. Ritchey also asked the review team 
to identify where the definition is an issue. Turner proposed to ask for a couple of volunteers to 
work on this definition for the next meeting. Apke asked who wanted to volunteer for the ACW 
definition task. Bierly volunteered Moore. Ritchey suggested talking with the ODFW Marine 
Program. Moore suggested working with the Corvallis Research Lab (ODFW Aquatic Inventory 
Program staff on suggested changes. Apke asked how process should work on this to ensure 
work products can be vetted by the sub-committee in advance of subsequent meeting (s). 
Ritchey said the progression on the issue at the next meeting. Albertelli stated comment 170 
from ODOT also had a suggested change for the ACW definition.  

Comment 42 from PacifiCorp relates to providing clarity on the existing definition of 
appreciable benefit. There are five comments on appreciable benefit. Cunningham stated he 
thought this would be an action item on the definition for appreciable benefit. He asked if it 
should be a big or small-scale definition. Ritchey agreed we do not have a good definition for 
appreciable benefit as the standard for passage exemptions. Bierly asked should it really be on 
how to define “no appreciable benefit” for exemptions. Cunningham stated appreciable benefit 
suggests we look at a bigger picture considering historical use. He stated no appreciable benefit 
is a much smaller, more narrowly focused viewpoint “deminimus”. Cunningham stated it is the 
difference between possibilities and no possibilities. Apke asked about existing barriers and 
how that affects the definition. Bierly stated that needs to be assessed with how likely existing 
barriers could change over time. Ritchey stated the Webster definition as enough to be 
perceived, estimated or noticeable. Cunningham stated Trout Unlimited used the word 
meaningful biological benefit, or no meaning biological benefit in relation to exemptions. Apke 
appreciated the temporal component but wasn’t sure if ODFW will always know the answer to 
this, or when an existing AO may be removed. Ritchey stated this comes up only on exemptions 
and that exemptions are reviewed every seven years and may be revoked if conditions change 
from which the exemption was granted. Apke agreed it is exclusive to exemptions. Cunningham 
mentioned comment 113 with a proposed definition and asked if “no meaningful biological 
benefit” would work. Bierly and Cunningham will work on defining “no appreciable benefit. 
Moore agreed with Cunningham that it should be a “no appreciable benefit” definition. Moore 
stated its going to be a value judgement on some projects. Albertelli asked if it is just one fish 
the line in the sand or is it reproduction opportunities or life stages that makes it make sense. 
Albertelli proposed a checklist of species and life history stages for fish downstream and looking 
at the habitat upstream. Moore had no problem with Albertelli’s approach but that it could be 
in guidance and not necessarily in rule. Cunningham agreed to look at many elements that 
define appreciable benefit, but that it may be unworkable. Cunningham suggests not adopting a 
definition of appreciable benefit and leaving it as it is. Albertelli suggested this would be a 
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disservice to biologists and the regulated community. Cunningham suggested this would leave 
flexibility and cautions about to much clarity and lack of flexibility in the field to biologists. 
Albertelli suggested that if a definitive judgement could not be reached it could say it’s down to 
a local ODFW biologist and best professional judgement of the ODFW district fish biolgist. Snell 
commented that it would be helpful for ODFW staff to provide context on how these rules 
relating to appreciable benefit fit within existing statutes. Snell asked what guidance ODFW 
staff have in making these decisions and considerations. Snell brought up Ochoco Irrigation 
District and Bowman Dam and asked how to address fish passage structures that can be 
addressed and those that cannot and if the rules will be different for these situations. Snell 
suggested some projects may not fit the definitions and has concerns about fuzzy or unclear 
definitions and asked for clarity what is allowed or not allowed. Ritchey clarified that ODFW 
doesn’t use “appreciable benefit” for waivers such as Bowman Dam which uses the “net benefit 
definition”. Apke stated this is the tipping point for an owner making a financial investment on 
their site and there may be differences for the definition between a riverine system and an 
estuarine system, particularly in projects where tide gate exists. He referenced Craig Herman on 
wondering what the benefit of the investment. Messerle discussed scale and where should time 
and effort be spent. Messerle also stated that keeping the definition as simple as possible and 
that consistency is important. It has been noticed that benefit calls have been different in 
different areas with similar situations. Apke stated we want to be careful on financial benefit as 
this is outside ODFW’s administrative responsibilities. Messerle again stressed the consistency 
between different biologists and/or geographic areas. Cunningham stated that the Fish Passage 
Task Force has been and serves as a moderating influence on consistency with projects from 
different regions in his experience as it relates to reviewing passage exemptions and across the 
state. Cunningham asked if Albertelli would like to work with Bierly and Cunningham 
referencing comment 142 from PacifiCorp and he agreed. Apke asked the subgroup working on 
this consider tidal environments, tide gates and accessible rearing habitat for juvenile native 
migratory fish species. Turner suggested Albertelli’s comment about life history is important 
such as estuarine habitat and its importance to juvenile rearing and maybe not for adult 
spawning and there might be a reasonable way for a biologist to explain what the life histories 
present below/above a barrier and the benefit that would be achieved by removing the 
obstruction. Apke asked if the group was ready to move on. Cunningham suggested the 
subgroup (Cunningham, Bierly and Albertelli) work on this on their own and it’s time to move 
on. Ritchey suggested reviewing viewing the other comments on this subject like comment 83, 
55, 113, 142 and 169.  

Apke described the next comment 239 addresses “artificial obstruction” or AO. Ritchey feels 
that the current definition addresses this comment and he read the definition of an AO in 
statute. Albertelli asked if the word “device” is appropriate. The statute defines AO’s and Apke 
suggested that there may not be much that can be changed here in rule without creating a 
conflict with between rule and statute. Cunningham stated that WaterWatch suggested effects 
created by the barrier such as water temperature and low flow changes as a result of an AO. 
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Albertelli asked if it can be changed given the statute. Bierly thought it was important to 
recognize that there are at least 12 comments on this subject and if it is in statute, it will be 
difficult to expand the definition without future contest. Turner suggested the current 
definition includes anything manmade and suggested it is all inclusive. Turner brought up water 
diversions that reduces stream flow, may increase temperature, and thinks the rule could 
include this but that the comments should be considered. Snell agreed with Turner with looking 
at what’s already in statute and that we should use the existing rule. Snell stated that other 
state agencies have authority over temperature and water quantity such as DEQ and OWRD 
and we don’t want to create even greater uncertainty.   Snell pointed out DEQ and TMDL rules 
that are in place around water quality and water right permits. Cunningham asked if a human 
made object only blocks passage some of the time to only some life stages fish making the 
point that we may have already expanded beyond literal definitions that presently exist in 
statute. Apke suggested given the late time of day we pick this topic up at the next meeting. 
Comments 239, 240, 99, 124, 171, 84, 85, 130, 114, 131, 10, 71, 100, and several unnumbered 
comments from WaterWatch and the Farm Bureau relate to artificial obstructions.  

NOA’s – New Issues for Consideration 

Nordholm described HB 2298, the environmental restoration weir. This bill directs ODFW to 
implement rules within one year (May 21, 2022). The regularly scheduled rules advisory sub-
committee meeting scheduled for July 27, 2021 will be focused on this issue. Nordholm is 
coordinating with agencies mentioned in the bill and will work on draft rules to be discussed 
during the July 27th meeting.  

Meeting Recap and Action Items 

Apke stated that the subgroups will work on their respective topics and Apke will forward these 
work products to the group. Moore asked that the rules be sent out again and that the minutes 
be sent out and recognized how the virtual meeting platform is inefficient. He additionally 
suggested that some in person meetings be scheduled to make this process more efficient. 
Apke stated we are bound by DAS rules and we can’t have in-person public meetings yet. 
Ritchey agreed that we are waiting on changes in the Governor’s guidelines and DAS. DAS is 
currently working on return-to-work policy rules changes regarding COVID. Ritchey thanked 
everyone for their time today and saw some good process. Apke asked if we had an in-person 
meeting who would be willing to spend more time (maybe an all-day meeting). Albertelli is not 
opposed to it but would probably be calling in give his location, others were supportive. 

Action Item Summary 

Apke will include Bierly’s existing rules and statutes into the public comment document and 
send that to the OAR review team to help cross reference when discussing public comments.  

Moore will work on a definition for ACW for the next meeting.  
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Bierly, Albertelli and Cunningham will work on an appreciable benefit definition for the next or 
a future meeting.  

Meeting Adjourn @ 4:07pm  


